
Like, Share, Click, Repeat!
I’ve recently witnessed a young lady, let’s call her Eva, deciding on a new colourist. Eva came into a salon
she’s never been before with a very specific idea of what she wanted her hair to look like. Eva chose the salon
because of its proximity to where she lived, but she didn’t know any service providers in the salon so wasn’t
sure to whom to entrust her hair. So, Eva just asked the receptionist to show her the stylists’ online portfolios.

Needless to say that in our era of Social Media, what you post works for or against you. Sharing what you do
for your clients on social media became a tool for promoting yourself and gaining new clients. It is views, likes,
clicks and shares that help you reach broader audience and to potentially turn the people who see your posts
into your clients.

With everyone posting these days, it may seem that your message can easily get lost in the turmoil world of
social media and never get to your potential clients. Social media indeed resembles chaos at the first glance,
but with a little of strategizing, you can help your clients find you.

Use appealing imagery

The #1 Must for getting an eye-catching image is lightning. Find a spot with a natural lightning or a good
artificial lightning. Also, experiment with your phone settings to figure out which mode allows you to see all the
details of your beautiful hair work.
Another thing is the background. Plain background looks the most professional. But if you can’t find a solid
background, make sure the background you’re using is not distracting. Bright and flashy objects next to your
model will distract from your hair work.
Last but not least, take a few extra seconds to arrange your client’s hair for the picture and find the best angle
for the picture. Take a few shots to make sure you’ve captured the best of your work.

.



Use the right hashtags

Hashtags are the key search words, by which other users can find your work. Use a combination of generic
(e.g. #hair, #CanadianHairdresser, #TorontoSalon) and specific (#mediumlengthhair #babylights
#FiorioVolumizer) industry-related hashtags.

Tag people and organizations who are likely to repost

Make it easy for others to see your posts in their feed right away. Tagging people and organizations in the
picture puts you into their Tags List. Mentioning them in a post allows them to see your post in their Likes and
Mentions List. Both shortlist your post, so people you tag can see and potentially repost your picture.
I’d recommend tagging @FiorioSalon and your respective salon, to make it easier for the page administrators
to see your entries.

Time your posts

To broaden your reach, you need to get your posts out there, when more people are browsing social media.
The prime times vary from platform to platform. As a rule of thumb, it’s best to post on Twitter in the morning
and during lunch time. Facebook and Instagram experience their peak viewership in the evenings and on
weekends.

Post consistently

Consistency is key. Your followers want to see the influx of the new content. Posting consistently also sends a
message that you’re in business and your clients regularly leave your salon with stunning hair.


